
COMPUTERS ARE BECOMING MORE AND MORE IMPORTANT IN 
EVERYDAY LIFE. DO YOU WELCOME THIS TREND OR NOT? GIVE 
REASONS. 
 
 
 
  It is possible to welcome the computer as the means by which humanity will be liberated 
of all drudgery, mental as well as physical, so that people will be free to become utterly 
human and creative ( speaking for myself I intend to stop working altogether and start 
spending all my days belly-up!) Might it not develop so many abilities, prove so versatile 
and (eventually) intelligent, that it will supersede and replace the human being entirely? In 
short, will human beings become obsolete?  
  Speaking as a representative of the human race, and not wishing to be cynical (or, 
perhaps, simply frightfully rational and darwinist) the proper answer might be "Why not?" 
If computers become more capable than human beings, if robots can be manufactured with 
stronger, better bodies and a more intelligent computerized brain, why the deuce, I say, 
shouldn't they replace us for the same reasons that mammals replaced reptiles as the 
dominant form of vertebrate land life on the planet, or for the same reason that Homo 
sapiens has become to dominate Earth as no single species has ever done before? 
   One might even argue that all the evolution has proceeded as it has, by trial and error, and 
by the slow and inefficient mechanism of natural selection, only so that a species might 
finally evolve that would be intelligent enough to direct evolution and create its own 
successor, which would then continue the chain so that change would proceed in centuries 
that would earlier have taken ages. 
   In fact, if I indulge myself in unrestrained thoughts (which no roman catholic should do), 
I might even be bold enough to come to the conclusion that it is not the coming of the 
displacing computer that we must fear, but the fact that it may not come quickly enough. 
We should, perhaps, be replaced by more intelligent thinking machines which might very 
well prove more rational and humane. Of course, I am being over-optimistic in my 
speculations. It is not at all easy to say that something will or will not happen, but I take a 
chance and suggest that it will not happen. Computers will not overtake us. We may well 
destroy ourselves, but computers will not do that job for us. 
   Why do I say that, you might as well ask. 
    Well, for one thing, the human brain is not that easy to match, let alone surpass. The 
brain contains 10,000,000,000 neurons (you can be sure that this number is correct because 
I looked it up in the Encyclopaedia Brittanica, and I never found it at fault in anything), or 
nerve cells. Each of these is connected to anywhere from 100 to 100,000 others. What's 
more, each neuron is not merely an on-off switch (which would in itself be enough to make 
the situation enormously complicated; bear in mind that the on-off situation is the one that 
we find in computers!) but is a ultracomplicated physical-chemical system that we are not 
even on the brink of understanding. The total complication is almost beyond expression, let 
alone beyond comprehension.  
    I know a lot about computers but I don't know a thing about the human brain, but even 
the layman knows that there's an important difference between a computer and a human 
brain, that is, the computer is completely defined. One knows exactly what a computer can 



do and just how it can do it (sometimes it is not that easy). On the other hand, one does not 
know precisely what a human brain can do, and one certainly does not know how it does it. 
   Thus, I know how a computer memory works, I know exactly what its contents are, and 
how it retrieves a particular item among those contents. No one knows how the memory of 
the human brain works, nor what its contents may be, nor how it retrieves a particular item 
(at least, I have never heard of anyone reporting it). 
    So I think it is extremely likely that computers and human beings will continue along 
parallel paths, with computers continuing to do what they do so much better than we, while 
we continue to do what we do so much better than they. There will always be room for both 
of us, so we will be partners rather than competitive foes (as some die-hards still think). 
    Because of everything that what was written above I strongly believe that computers will 
become more and more important in everydays' life. Moreover, anyone not sufficiently 
proficient in computers will not be able to compete in the society of the 21 st century. 
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